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ABSTRACT
Planets close to their stars are thought to form farther out and migrate inward due to angular
momentum exchange with gaseous protoplanetary disks. This process can produce systems of
planets in co-orbital (Trojan or 1:1) resonance, in which two planets share the same orbit, usu-
ally separated by 60 degrees. Co-orbital systems are detectable among the planetary systems
found by the Kepler mission either directly or by transit timing variations. However, no co-
orbital systems have been found within the thousands of Kepler planets and candidates. Here
we study the orbital evolution of co-orbital planets embedded in a protoplanetary disk using
a grid-based hydrodynamics code. We show that pairs of similar-mass planets in co-orbital
resonance are disrupted during large-scale orbital migration. Destabilization occurs when one
or both planets is near the critical mass needed to open a gap in the gaseous disk. A confined
gap is opened that spans the 60 degree azimuthal separation between planets. This alters the
torques imparted by the disk on each planet – pushing the leading planet outward and the trail-
ing planet inward – and disrupts the resonance. The mechanism applies to systems in which
the two planets’ masses differ by a factor of two or less. In a simple flared disk model the
critical mass for gap opening varies from a few Earth masses at the inner edge of the disk to 1
Saturn-mass at 5 AU. A pair of co-orbital planets with masses in this range that migrates will
enter a region where the planets are at the gap-opening limit. At that point the resonance is
disrupted. We therefore predict an absence of planets on co-orbital configurations with masses
in the super-Earth to Saturn mass range with similar masses.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – planet-disc interactions– planets and satellites: for-
mation – hydrodynamics – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
A striking feature of the current population of exoplanets is the
broad diversity in system architectures that have been discovered.
Among the known multi-planetary systems, a significant number
contains bodies in resonant or near-resonant configurations. For ex-
ample, the two giant planets in the Kepler-9 system are trapped in
2:1 resonance (Holman et al. 2010). The formation of mean-motion
resonances is generally explained by the convergent migration of
two planets in the highly-damped environment of protoplanetary
disks (e.g., Snellgrove et al. 2001; Lee & Peale 2002; but see Ray-
mond et al. 2008a).
The origin of close-in systems of low-mass planets is debated
(see Raymond et al 2008b, 2014). Many of these systems’ charac-
teristics can be reproduced by either in-situ accretion within high-
mass disks (Raymond et al. 2008b; Hansen & Murray 2012, 2013;
Chiang & Laughlin 2013) or by accretion during inward migra-
tion of planetary embryos (Terquem & Papaloizou 2007; Ogihara
& Ida 2009; Cossou et al. 2014). The in-situ accretion model re-
quires extremely massive inner disks with a broad range of surface
density slopes, which is inconsistent with any known disk theory
(Raymond & Cossou 2014). The inward migration model is viable
but remains to be tested quantitatively. There exist other plausible
models that invoke large-scale inward migration of small bodies
to produce a surplus in mass in the inner parts of the disk (Boley
& Ford 2013; Chatterjee & Tan 2014), essentially producing the
initial conditions needed for the in-situ migration model. Systems
of low-mass planets are rarely in resonance. Rather, pairs of adja-
cent planets are often found just wide of resonance (Lissauer et al.
2011). It is unclear whether this supports the in-situ (Petrovich et
al 2013) or migration (Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013; Goldreich &
Schlichting 2014) model or whether it is due to another dynami-
cal effect such as tides (Delisle et al. 2012; Lithwick & Wu 2012;
Batygin & Morbidelli 2013).
The inward migration model proposes that populations of em-
bryos migrate (Ward 1997; Tanaka et al. 2002) inward in so-called
Type I migration from large orbital radii. During this migration
they interact gravitationally and occasionally merge (Terquem &
Papaloizou 2007; Ogihara & Ida 2009; Cossou et al. 2014). Us-
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ing hydrodynamical simulations, Cresswell & Nelson (2006, 2008)
found that the formation of co-orbital planets engulfed in a 1:1 res-
onance is a natural outcome of close encounters between embryos
during this process. Trojan planets are formed in ∼ 30% of their
simulations. Although they noted an increase in the amplitude li-
bration about the L4/L5 point during large-scale migration, Cress-
well & Nelson (2009) confirmed that Trojan planet systems embed-
ded in protoplanetary disks are stable. These studies concluded that
co-orbital planets on short period orbits should be common.
Trojan planets could be discovered as two planets transiting
the same star but separated by 60◦ in phase. They can also be de-
tected by comparing the time of central transit with the time of
zero stellar reflex velocity (Ford & Gaudi 2006) or by transit tim-
ing variations (TTV; Ford & Holman 2007). Alternately, they can
in principle be discovered within radial velocity datasets (Laugh-
lin & Chambers 2002). These techniques – in particular the TTV
method – are capable of detecting sub-Earth-mass co-orbital com-
panions to gas giants. However, to date no Trojan planets have been
found in the Kepler data (Janson 2013). One reason for that may be
related to the fact that only Trojans with coplanar orbits can be de-
tected with Kepler. It is also possible that existing Trojans evolve on
horseshoe or tadpole orbits with large libration, and thus are easily
missed from planet-search algorithms since they induce large tran-
sit timing variations (Janson 2013).
In this paper we propose that the lack of detected Trojan plan-
ets is caused in part by the disruption of co-orbital systems dur-
ing gas-driven migration. This destabilization occurs when both
co-orbital planets can open a partial gap around their orbit (Lin &
Papaloizou 1993; Crida et al. 2006). We use hydrodynamical sim-
ulations to show that the gap region located between the planets’
orbits is far more gas-depleted than the rest of the disk. This es-
sentially produces a gap that is confined in azimuth between the
planets. This makes the trailing planet experience a negative torque
whereas the leading component feels a positive torque from the
disk. The planets experience divergent migration and migrate di-
vergently, resulting in the disruption of the 1:1 resonance. In an
evolved, flared disk this mechanism destabilizes co-orbital systems
with two Saturn-mass planets at several AU. Trojan configurations
with two 5 − 10M⊕ planets become unstable in the inner disk due
to the ability of such planets to open a partial gap in the disk when
the disk aspect ratio is small. Co-orbital systems with more massive
trailing planets are less stable than systems with more massive lead-
ing planets. This mechanism relies on non axisymmetric perturba-
tions to the disk structure and requires that the two planets’ masses
be within roughly a factor of two. Trojan systems with disparate
masses or in the Jupiter-mass range are stable during migration.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the numerical
set-up in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present the physical mechanism
responsible for the unstable evolution of co-orbital systems and ex-
amine the orbital migration of Trojan planets for a variety of planet
masses and disk models. Finally, we summarize and conclude in
Sect. 4.
2 NUMERICAL SET-UP
Simulations were performed using the GENESIS (De Val-Borro et
al. 2006) numerical code which solves the equations governing the
disk evolution on a polar grid (R, φ) using an advection scheme
based on the monotonic transport algorithm (Van Leer 1977). It
includes a fifth-order Runge-Kutta integrator (Press et al. 1992) that
computes the planet orbits.
The computational units we adopt are such that the mass of the
central star M⋆ = 1 corresponds to one Solar mass, the gravitational
constant is G = 1 and the radius R = 1 in the computational domain
corresponds to 5 AU. In the following, time is measured in units of
the orbital period at R = 1.
We use NR = 768 radial grid cells uniformly distributed be-
tween Rin = 0.25 and Rout = 2.4, and Nφ = 1200 azimuthal
grid cells. For a planet-to-star mass ratio q = 3 × 10−5, which
corresponds to a 10 Earth mass planet, and a disc aspect ratio
h = 0.05, the dimensionless half-width of the horseshoe region
is xs ∼ 1.2
√
q/h ∼ 0.027 (e.g. Paardekooper et al. 2010). This
means that the half-width of the horseshoe region is resolved by
about 10 cells in the radial direction. To avoid wave reflections at
the disk edge, we employ wave-killing zones for R > 2.1. At the
inner edge, we use a viscous outflow boundary condition (Pierens
& Nelson 2008), where the radial velocity in the ghost zones is set
to vr = βvr(Rin), where vr(Rin) = −3ν/2Rin is the gas drift velocity
due to viscous evolution and β is a free parameter which was set to
β = 5.
For most of the simulations presented here, we adopt a locally
isothermal equation of state such that both the disk temperature and
aspect ratio profiles are constant in time. Our fiducial disk model
adopts a constant aspect ratio with h = 0.05 or h = 0.02 but we
also considered a flared disk model with h = hp(R/Rp)β, where
β = 0.3 is the flaring index and hp the disk aspect ratio at Rp = 5
AU. We have also performed an additional set of simulations using
a radiative disk model, in order to test the dependence of our results
upon the choice of the equation of state. The disk viscosity is ν =
10−5 in code units which corresponds to an alpha viscous stress
parameter α = 4 × 10−3 for hp = 0.05. The initial surface density
profile is chosen to be Σ = Σp(R/Rp)−3/2 with Σp = 2 × 10−4.
The trailing and leading components of the co-orbital system
are both initiated on circular orbits at Rp = 1 and are initially lo-
cated at their mutual L4/L5 Lagrange points. In the following, we
denote by mt and ml the masses of the trailing and leading plan-
ets respectively, for which we consider values between 1.6M⊕ and
1MJ , where MJ is the mass of Jupiter.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Disk torques exerted on the trailing and leading
components
We first examine the torques experienced by co-orbital planets held
on fixed orbits. We use a simple disk model with constant aspect ra-
tio h = 0.05. Fig. 1 (upper panel) shows the evolution of the torques
Γ normalized by Γ0 = (q/h)2ΣpR4pΩ2p, where Ωp is the planet angu-
lar velocity, experienced by the trailing and leading components
of a co-orbital system with mt,ml = 1 MS , where MS is the mass
of Saturn. The disk torques exerted on the two co-orbitals are dif-
ferent, even though the planets share the same orbit. The trailing
planet feels a positive torque and the leading planet feels a nega-
tive torque. This should lead to divergent orbital migration of the
co-orbital pair. To explain the differences in the magnitudes of the
torques, we show the torque density distribution acting on the trail-
ing and leading components in the lower panel of Fig. 1. Signifi-
cant differences arise from inside the horseshoe region of the plan-
ets, whose half-width for a Saturn-mass planet is estimated to be
xs = 2.45RH (Masset et al. 2006), where RH = Rp(MS /3M⋆)1/3
is the Hill radius of the planet. Compared with the torque exerted
on a single planet (the dashed line in the lower panel of Fig. 1)
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Time evolution of the disk torques experienced by
the trailing (blue) and leading (red) components of a co-orbital system with
mt ,ml = 1 MS . The dashed line represents the torque evolution for a single
Saturn-mass planet. Lower panel: Radial torque distribution for the trailing
and leading planets. The dashed line corresponds to the radial torque den-
sity distribution of a single Saturn-mass planet and the vertical dashed lines
delimit the horseshoe region.
the torque exerted on the leading planet takes more positive val-
ues over the whole horseshoe region whereas the torque acting on
the trailing planet takes more negative values. Slight differences
between the torques exerted on the two co-orbitals can also be ob-
served outside of the horseshoe region. In the outer disk, the torque
felt by the leading planet is in good agreement with the torque ex-
erted on a single planet. In the inner disk it is the torque felt by
the trailing planet that matches the single-planet torque. This sug-
gests that there is an additional positive contribution from the outer
disk region bounded by 1.2 < R < 1.3 to the torque exerted on the
trailing planet; as well as an additional negative contribution from
the inner disk region bounded by 0.8 < R < 0.9 to the torque act-
ing on the leading planet. As shown below, the differences in the
torque density distribution outside of the horseshoe region results
from the interaction of the trailing (resp. leading) planet with the
wake of the leading (resp. trailing) planet. However, the fact that
the total torque exerted on the leading planet is positive suggests
that these additional contributions to the torque density distribution
are smaller than the differences in the torques arising from inside
the horseshoe region.
Fig. 2 shows contours of the perturbed surface density (Σ −
Σ0)/Σ0, where Σ0 is the initial surface density profile, for simu-
lations with two equal-mass co-orbital planets with, from left to
right, mt,ml = 10M⊕, 100M⊕ ≈ MS , and 300M⊕ ≈ MJ . In the fig-
ure the trailing planet is located at φt = π rad and the leading one at
φl = 4π/3 rad. Overplotted are a few streamlines that delimit two
different horseshoe regions, i) one of azimuthal extension ∆φ = π/3
rad and located ahead the trailing planet and behind the leading
component and ii) one of larger azimuthal extension ∆φ = 5π/3
and bounded by φ = φl and φ = 2π + φt.
As expected, the density structure is not significantly per-
turbed for low-mass planets (mt,ml = 10M⊕). However, Trojan
planets with mt,ml > MS produce gaps in the disk. The azimuthal
density structure of the gap is strongly asymmetric in the simu-
lation with mt,ml = MS , with a much more gas-depleted region
located ahead the trailing planet and behind the leading one. The
implication is that in this case, the trailing (resp. leading) planet
tends to feel a strong negative (resp. positive) corotation torque due
the lower surface density ahead (resp. behind) of the planet. This
explains the torque density distribution in the lower panel of Fig. 1.
This figure also shows that the differences in the torque distribution
outside of the horseshoe region are likely to result from the interac-
tion between one component of the co-orbital system and the wake
of the second component. In the outer disk, the wake of the leading
planet and shearing past the trailing planet tends to exert a positive
torque on the latter, clearly seen in the torque density distribution
of the training planet from R = 1.2 to R = 1.3. Alternatively, the
wake of the trailing planet and shearing past the leading compo-
nent in the inner disk exerts a negative torque on it, in agreement
with the torque distribution of the leading planet for 0.8 < R < 0.9.
The asymmetry in the azimuthal gap structure in the middle panel
of Fig. 2 should occur for co-orbital planets that are able to open a
partial gap in the disk. For a single planet on a circular orbit with
semi-major axis ap, the first condition for gap clearance is RH > H
(Ward 1997), where H is the disk scale height, so that the wake of
the planet forms a shock and the flux of angular momentum carried
by the wake is deposited locally. Gap formation also requires that
the planetary tidal torque exceeds the viscous torque Jvisc which is
given by (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974):
Jvisc = 3πνΣpa2pΩp (1)
This condition leads to the so-called viscous criterion for gap-
opening q > 40ν/a2pΩp (Lin & Papaloizou 1993). Crida et al.
(2006) provided a single criterion for gap-opening which combines
the two aforementioned conditions and reads P < 1, where the
gap-opening parameter P is given by:
P = 1.1
( q
h3
)−1/3
+
50ν
qa2pΩp
(2)
We now turn to the issue of the conditions for gap clearance for two
co-orbital planets located at their mutual L4/L5 Lagrange points.
The main difference with the single planet case is that the inte-
grated viscous torque now depends on which part of the horseshoe
region is considered. For the horseshoe region of azimuthal exten-
sion ∆φ = π/3 and located ahead the trailing planet and behind
the leading body, the integrated viscous torque over the region is
Jvisc(∆φ = π/3) = Jvisc/6 whereas for the part of the horseshoe re-
gion with azimuthal extension ∆φ = 5π/3 and bounded by φl < φ <
2π+φt , the integrated viscous torque is Jvisc(∆φ = 5π/3) = 5Jvisc/6,
where Jvisc(∆φ = 2π) = Jvisc. Consequently, it is straightforward to
show that the gap-opening criterion of Crida et al. (2006) can be
written for the two regions:
P1 = 1.1
( q
h3
)−1/3
+
1
6
50ν
qa2pΩp
< 1 for φt < φ < φl (3)
P2 = 1.1
( q
h3
)−1/3
+
5
6
50ν
qa2pΩp
< 1 for φl < φ < 2π + φt (4)
For h = 0.05 and ν = 10−5, Eq. 3 predicts that a gap is formed in
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 2. Contours of the perturbed surface density (Σ − Σ0)/Σ0 , where Σ0 is the initial surface density profile, for simulations with equal-mass co-orbitals of
masses mt ,ml = 10M⊕ (left panel), 1MS (middle panel), 1MJ (right panel). A few streamlines are overplotted as white lines.
this region for mt,ml = MS whereas from Eq. 4, we find that a mass
of mt,ml = MJ is required to clear a gap in the region bounded by φt
and 2π+φl. In that case, and as illustrated by the right panel of Fig.
2, the azimuthal structure of the gap becomes axisymmetric such
that the difference in the torques acting on the trailing and leading
planets is weakened in comparison with the case with mt,ml = MS .
The gap tends to be cleared more quickly in the region
bounded by φt < φ < φl than in the rest of the disk. Inspection
of surface density maps at different times suggests that it takes ap-
proximately ∼ 10 orbits to form the gap in the region in between the
two planets while the gap is carved in ∼ 100 orbits in the rest of the
disk. Consequently, we expect that the asymmetry in the gap struc-
ture, and therefore the difference in the torques felt by the trailing
and leading planets is maximal after ∼ 10 orbits. The gap structure
then becomes slightly more symmetric due to the formation of a
shallow gap in the rest of the disk and the differences in torques
weaken, consistent with the time evolution of the torques in Fig. 1.
3.2 Stability of migrating co-orbital systems.
3.2.1 Disk with constant aspect ratio
Fig. 3 (top panel) shows the evolution of three co-orbital systems in
a disk with aspect ratio h = 0.05. Each system has two equal-mass
planets with masses of 10M⊕ (black curves), 100M⊕(≈ MS ; blue
curves) and 300M⊕(≈ MJ ; red curves). A locally isothermal equa-
tion of state is adopted in these simulations such that all systems
migrate inward. For mt,ml = 10M⊕ the orbital evolution of the trail-
ing and leading components are almost indistinguishable, indicat-
ing that the libration amplitude about the L4/L5 Lagrange points is
small and that the system is likely to be stable. Using a more realis-
tic equation of state may lead to a different mode of evolution since
it has been shown that in non-isothermal disks, the non-barotropic
part of the corotation torque can make Type I migration slow down
or even reverse (Paardekooper & Mellema 2006; Baruteau & Mas-
set 2008). The issue of the equation of state is probably not impor-
tant for the simulations with m = MS or MJ in which the planets
open a gap in the disk and deplete their horseshoe region, weaken-
ing thereby the effect of the corotation torque (Kley & Crida 2008).
We will discuss in more details the sensitivity of our results on the
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Figure 3. Upper panel: Time evolution of the orbital distance of co-orbital
systems with mt ,mm = 10M⊕ (black), MS (blue), MJ (red) for a disk model
with constant aspect ratio h = 0.05. Lower panel: same but for h = 0.02
and mt ,ml = 1.6M⊕ (green), 10M⊕ (black), and MS (blue).
equation of state in Sect. 4.1. Different evolution occurs for more
massive co-orbitals. Trojan planets with mt,ml = MJ open a deep
gap in the disk and undergo stable Type II migration. However, the
co-orbital configuration with mt,ml = MS is disrupted at t ∼ 1000
orbits. This occurs because the structure of the gap cleared by both
planets is such that the leading planet feels a positive torque from
the disk. The trailing planet feels a negative torque, resulting in di-
vergent migration. In the case with mt,ml = MJ the surface density
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 4. Evolution of co-orbital systems with mt ,ml = MS (black), mt ,ml = 33M⊕ (blue), mt ,ml = 10M⊕ (red) in a flared disk model with
h = 0.05(R/5 AU)0.3. Left panel: time evolution of the planets’ orbital distances in disk regions 1 < R < 5 AU. Middle panel: Same but for 0.5 < R < 1 AU.
Right panel: same but for R < 0.3 AU.
in the gap is only very slightly non-axisymmetric so the torques
exerted on both planets are similar and the system is stable.
We now demonstrate that the mechanism presented in Sect.
3.1 is responsible for breaking the co-orbital resonance for the case
mt,ml = MS . We performed similar hydrodynamical simulations
but for a disk model with h = 0.02. The co-orbitals that were desta-
bilized should have masses in the partial-gap opening regime for
which q/h3 ∼ 1 (e.g. Baruteau & Papaloizou 2013). We therefore
expect Trojan planets with masses typical of Super-Earths to be-
come unstable when h = 0.02. Fig. 3 (bottom panel) shows the
orbital evolution for simulations with mt,ml = 1.6M⊕, 10M⊕ and
MS . As expected, the co-orbital system with mt,ml = 10M⊕ is in-
deed unstable and the one with mt,ml = MS is stable. The perturbed
density has an asymmetric gap structure to that in the middle panel
of Fig. 2. In this thin (h = 0.02) disk the system with Saturn-mass
co-orbitals carves a deep, axisymmetric gap and is stable.
3.2.2 The case of a flared disk
So far, we have considered a simplified disk with constant aspect
ratio. In a more realistic model the aspect ratio is a sensitive func-
tion of the opacity and energy flux due to both viscous heating and
stellar irradiation (Bitsch et al. 2013). For an evolved disk, we ex-
pect stellar heating to dominate over viscous heating and the disk
to become flared with an aspect ratio h ∝ R2/7 (Chiang & Goldreich
1997; Marzari & D’Angelo 2012). What is particularly interesting
about a flared disk is that the partial gap-opening mass is a function
of orbital radius.
To investigate the evolution of co-orbital systems embedded in
a flared disk we performed an additional suite of simulations with
mt,ml = 10M⊕, 33M⊕ and MS . The disk model’s aspect ratio is
h = hp(R/Rp)0.3, where hp = 0.05 and Rp is the initial position of
the planets, set to be 5 AU. Due to the computational expense of the
simulations, we study the large-scale migration of these systems
using three different sets of simulations covering different radial
zones: 1 < R < 5 AU, 0.5 < R < 1 AU and 0.15 < R < 0.5 AU.
Fig. 4 (left panel) shows the orbital evolution of co-orbital sys-
tems for 1 < R < 5 AU. As for a constant aspect ratio with h = 0.05,
the co-orbital configuration with mt,ml = MS is unstable once the
planets reach Rp ∼ 4.5 AU. At this location, the planets are in the
partial gap-opening regime, with q/h3p ∼ 2. The planets open a non-
axisymmetric gap since P1 ∼ 1 and P2 ∼ 2. For mt,ml = 10M⊕
(mt,ml = 33M⊕), q/h3p ∼ 0.2 (q/h3p ∼ 0.8) so that the planets do not
open a gap and their evolution is stable.
As the planets migrate inward, the disk’s local aspect ratio
continuously decreases and we expect these systems to carve a gap
in the disk and to become unstable once q/h3p ∼ 1. This is indeed
what happens. The co-orbital system with mt,ml = 33M⊕ is unsta-
ble at ∼ 0.9AU (middle panel of Fig. 4) where the aspect ratio is
hp ∼ 0.03 (q/h3 ∼ 3.5). At this point, P1 ∼ 1.5 and P2 ∼ 5 which
confirms that the gap is strongly non axisymmetric in that case. The
system with mt,ml = 10M⊕ is unstable at ∼ 0.23AU (right panel of
Fig. 4) where h ∼ 0.02 (q/h3 ∼ 3.7). At this location, we note that
P1 ∼ 3 and P2 ∼ 15.
Our results suggest that in a flared disk, equal-mass co-orbital
systems become unstable where the planets can clear a partial gap.
This corresponds to Saturn-mass planets located in the giant planet
formation region outside the snow-line R ∼ 2.7 AU (Lecar et al.
2006) or co-orbital planets of a few Earth masses in the inner re-
gions of the disk R . 1 AU. A co-orbital system can remain sta-
ble during migration if the two components are ∼Jupiter-mass and
carve deep gaps in the disk. Lower-mass co-orbitals could remain
stable in a dead-zone where the viscosity is small enough for low-
mass planets to open deep gaps and undergo Type II migration (e.g.
Matsumura & Pudritz 2007).
4 DISCUSSION
Here we discuss how our results depend on certain physical param-
eters. We focus on the effect of the equation of state of the disk, the
disk’s viscosity, and the mass ratio between the trailing and lead-
ing planets. We also examine the possible fates of planet pairs after
disruption of the co-orbital resonance.
4.1 Effect of the equation of state
The simulations presented so far used a locally isothermal equation
of state. The disk’s aspect ratio was constant. Although this is rea-
sonable when modeling the outer, optically thin, regions of proto-
planetary disks (see, e.g., Fig. 20 in Pierens & Raymond 2011), this
approximation breaks down in the optically thick inner parts where
the equation of state is more likely to be adiabatic. To test the effect
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the orbital distance of co-orbital systems with
mt ,mm = 10M⊕ (black), MS (blue), MJ (red) for the radiative disk model.
of the equation of state on our results we performed an additional
set of simulations using a non-isothermal disk model. The energy
equation that we use includes the contribution from viscous heat-
ing plus a radiative cooling term Q−
rad = 2σBT
4
e f f , where σB is the
Stefan-Bolzmann constant and Te f f the effective temperature which
is computed using the opacity law of Bell & Lin (1994). For these
calculations, the viscosity is ν = 10−5 and the disk surface density
at R = 1 was chosen such that the disk aspect ratio is hp ∼ 0.05 at
this location.
The results of these simulations are presented in Fig. 5. The
figure shows the evolution of the orbital distance for mt,ml =
10M⊕, 1MS , 1MJ . We note that for the disk parameters employed
here, a simulation performed with a single 10 M⊕ planet resulted in
outward migration, which is consistent with the presence of a neg-
ative entropy gradient in the disk (Baruteau & Masset 2008). The
fact that a pair of 10 M⊕ co-orbital planets is observed to migrate
inward is possibly related to the saturation of the corotation torque
in the region located in between the planets, where the libration pe-
riod is very short. In that case, only half of the corotation torque
remains, which is clearly not enough to counterbalance the effect
of the differential Lindblad torque. Comparing Fig. 5 and the upper
panel of Fig 3 – which corresponds to a locally isothermal equation
of state with h = 0.05 – we see that very similar evolution outcomes
are obtained. In both cases, we indeed find that the co-orbital res-
onance for mt,ml = 1MS is broken whereas the 1:1 resonance for
mt,ml = 10M⊕ or mt,ml = 1MJ remains stable. The 1:1 resonance
is disrupted more quickly for the radiative disk model simply be-
cause the disk mass is higher in that case. This suggests that our
results are fairly robust against the choice of the equation of state.
4.2 Effect of the viscosity
As discussed earlier, the mechanism responsible for the destabi-
lization of the 1:1 resonance occurs for planets in the partial gap
opening regime. This typically requires q/h3 ∼ 1. According to
Eqs. 4 and 5, we expect our results to depend on the value of the
viscosity. For an inviscid disk, the gap structure tends to be axisym-
metric and therefore gap opening co-orbitals are stable, whereas
for high values of the disk viscosity, the planets do not open a
gap which prevents the mechanism to operate. In order to exam-
ine the effect of varying the disk viscosity, we performed a series
of simulations for an isothermal disk model with h = 0.02 and
ν = 10−4. We remind the reader that in the case where ν = 10−5,
we found that ∼ 10M⊕ co-orbitals become unstable due to the non
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the orbital distance of co-orbital systems with
mt ,mm = 1.6M⊕ (green), 10M⊕ (black), MS (blue) for an isothermal disk
model with h = 0.02 and ν = 10−4. The case with ν = 10−5 is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 3.
axisymmetric depletion of the horseshoe region. Considering the
case with ν = 10−4, we have (P1 P2) ∼ (30, 140) for mt,ml = 10M⊕
whereas (P1,P2) ∼ (3, 14) for mt,ml = 1MS , so that the gap tends
to be strongly non axisymmetric in the latter case while 10M⊕ co-
orbitals are not expected to open a gap for ν = 10−4. For this disk
model, the orbital distance versus time for co-orbital planets with
mt,ml = 1.6M⊕, 10M⊕, 1MS is plotted in Fig. 6. In agreement
with the previous expectation, we indeed find that 10M⊕ co-orbitals
are now stable whereas the 1:1 resonance between planets with
mt,ml = 1MS is much more chaotic, with the planets’ eccentricity
reaching values of ep ∼ 0.4. Over longer timescales, the co-orbital
pair is found to migrate outward due to the high value reached by
the eccentricity, which is still growing . Although the evolution out-
come for this run remains uncertain over the timescale covered by
the simulation, it seems likely that this system will ultimately be-
come unstable.
4.3 Evolution of co-orbitals of different mass
We now discuss how the stability of the 1:1 resonance depends on
the mass ratio qc = mt/ml between the trailing and leading planets.
To investigate this issue, we have performed a suite of runs in a
disk with constant aspect ratio h = 0.05 in which the trailing or the
leading planet is a Saturn-mass planet while the mass of the second
component is varied in the range [10M⊕, MJ ].
Fig. 7 shows the outcomes of the simulations. In the simula-
tions in the upper panel qc < 1 (the leading planet is more mas-
sive) and in the lower panel all simulations have qc > 1 (the trail-
ing planet is more massive). There is a clear tendency for the 1:1
resonance to be more stable with a more massive leading planet
(qc < 1). For qc < 1 only one system is unstable, with mt = MS
and ml = 1.7MS . But for qc > 1, the simulation with correspond-
ing masses (mt = 1.7MS and ml = MS ) was unstable on a much
shorter timescale and two additional simulations were unstable,
with mt = MS , ml = 66M⊕ (qc = 1.5) and mt = 0.7MJ , ml = 1MS
(qc = 2.3). Co-orbitals systems with higher values of qc tend to be
stable due to the ability of the more massive component to create a
deep gap in the disk.
Co-orbital systems with more massive leading planets are
more stable because when the two planets open a partial gap in
the disk, the positive (resp. negative) contribution to the torque ex-
erted on the leading (resp. trailing) component due to the more
gas-depleted disk region located behind (resp. ahead of) this planet
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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counterbalances the effect of a stronger (resp. smaller) negative dif-
ferential Lindblad torque. In the case where the trailing planet is
more massive, the contribution from the gap region to the torque
exerted on the trailing planet and the differential Lindblad torque
add, resulting in amplified differences in torques felt by the leading
and trailing planets.
4.4 Possible fates of planet pairs after disruption of the 1:1
resonance
For the isothermal simulations in which the 1:1 resonance is un-
stable, the long-term evolution outcome remains uncertain but it
principle, systems in which the most massive planet is ejected
to a larger radius may be trapped in a wider, mean motion reso-
nance, since the planets tend to undergo convergent migration after
disruption of the co-orbital resonance in that case. For example,
we checked that the period ratio is continuously decreasing after
disruption of the co-orbital resonance in the runs of Fig. 7 with
qc = 1.5 and qc = 2.3, which suggests that the planets may even-
tually become trapped in a MMR. An alternative possibility is that
the planets become locked in a co-orbital resonance again. It has
been indeed shown that co-orbital planets can be formed in isother-
mal disks during the relaxation of a swarm of low-mass planets
migrating inward (Cresswell & Nelson 2006).
In the case of radiative disk models, capture in a new 1:1 res-
onance may also occur for unstable systems with equal-mass plan-
ets, for example during the convergent migration of protoplanets
toward a zero-torque radius. Formation of co-orbital planets was
indeed observed to arise in the radiative simulations of Pierens et
al. (2013), in which 3M⊕ embryos migrate toward a convergence
line created by a change in the opacity regime.
5 CONCLUSION
We have used hydrodynamical simulations to study the orbital evo-
lution of co-orbital planets located at their mutual L4/L5 Lagrange
points embedded in a protoplanetary disk. Co-orbital (also called
Trojan or 1:1 resonant) configurations are disrupted when the plan-
ets open a partial gap around their orbit. This occurs because the
gap that opens between the two planets is far more depleted than
the rest of the co-orbital region (Fig. 2). The trailing planet feels
a negative torque and the leading planet feels a positive torque,
resulting in divergent migration of the two planets’ orbits. For a
constant disk aspect ratio of h = 0.05 and a viscosity typical to
that in the active regions of protoplanetary discs, this mechanism
destabilizes co-orbital systems in the Saturn-mass range (Fig. 3, top
panel). For a thinner disk with h = 0.02 the 1:1 resonance is desta-
bilized for planets of a few Earth masses (Fig. 3, bottom panel).
Evolved protoplanetary disks are expected to be flared due to heat-
ing from the central star such that the partial gap-opening mass is
a function of the orbital radius. As they migrate inward, co-orbital
configurations with different masses are therefore disrupted at dif-
ferent orbital radii. Saturn-mass co-orbitals are disrupted beyond
the snow line, 30M⊕ co-orbitals are disrupted at ∼ 1 AU and 10M⊕
co-orbitals are disrupted at a few tenths of an AU (Fig. 4).
Although most of our simulations were performed with an
isothermal equation of state, a series of runs using radiative disk
models indicated that our results are very robust regarding the
choice of the equation of state. This occurs because the mecha-
nism presented here is at work for planets that partially deplete
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Figure 7. Upper panel: time evolution of the orbital distances of Trojan
planets for systems in which the leading component is the more massive
(qc = mt/ml < 1). Lower panel: same but for co-orbital systems with a
more massive trailing component (qc > 1).
their horseshoe region, and for which the effect of the corotation
torque is substantially weakened.
In the partial gap-opening regime, co-orbital configurations
are more stable in systems with more massive leading planets. This
is because the positive contribution to the torque from the gap re-
gion exerted on the leading component is balanced by a stronger
(negative) differential Lindblad torque. For systems with a more
massive trailing planet, the co-orbital system becomes unstable if
qc = mt/ml . 2.5. Systems with higher mass ratios are more stable
due to the ability of the more massive component to create a deep
gap in the disk.
As they migrate inward, co-orbital systems can remain stable
under certain conditions. First, if both planets are in the full gap-
opening regime (e.g., Jupiter-mass planets at 5 AU) then the gap is
axisymmetric and too deep for this mechanism to operate. Second,
if the planets have a mass ratio larger than roughly a factor of two,
then the perturbed surface density in the co-orbital region is nearly
axisymmetric and the resonance remains stable.
We therefore predict that no close-in co-orbital systems will
be discovered with near equal-mass planets with masses between a
few Earth-masses and a Saturn-mass.
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